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INTRODUCTION 
The branded identities of PAX Scientific and its related companies are valuable assets 
and should be used properly and consistently.  These assets include trademarked logos, 
tag lines, and other imagery and language for PAX Scientific, PAX Water Technologies, 
PAX Mixer, and PAX Streamline.  Note that PAX Scientific is the owner of all PAX 
trademarks, and licenses their use to the other PAX companies. 

This document provides helpful information and standards for the use of PAX’s branded 
identity assets for all four PAX companies.  Note that, when examples are used, they 
pertain to all PAX companies unless otherwise indicated; any company-specific 
requirements are addressed individually. 

Definition of terms 

All PAX Companies 

The PAX branded identity includes (but is not limited to) the following 
elements, which apply to all four companies:  

The PAX Logo, defined as the logotype for the word “PAX” and the 
vortical Cartesian grid icon beneath it.  (See Figures 1 and 2)  This 
logo is used for all PAX companies. 

Text, including materials written about PAX Scientific, PAX Water 
Technologies, PAX Mixer, PAX Streamline, the Streamlining Principle, 
or the company’s technology. 

The word “PAX” (all caps) used as text in a document.  For example: 
“PAX is headquartered in San Rafael.” 

 

PAX Scientific 

In addition to those assets mentioned above, 
PAX Scientific’s branded identity includes (but 
is not limited to) the following elements:  

The word “SCIENTIFIC” added after the 
logo, in all caps.  (See Figure 3) 

The words “PAX (all caps) Scientific” 
(upper and lower case) used as text in a 
document.  For example: “PAX Scientific 

was founded in 1997.” 

The tag line “Capturing the Force of 
Nature,” used either as a graphic or as 
text in a document.   
(See Figure 4) 

 

Figure 1 
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Figure 5 

Figure 6 

Figure 7 

PAX Water Technologies 

In addition to those assets mentioned in the section headed “All PAX Companies,” PAX 
Water’s branded identity includes (but is not limited to) the following elements:  

The words “Water Technologies” added after 
the logo, in upper and lower case letters.  
(See Figure 5) 

The words “PAX (all caps) Water 
Technologies” (upper and lower case) used 
as text in a document.  For example: “PAX 
Water Technologies has representatives 
throughout the United States.” 

The slogan “Inside America’s water storage 
tanks, there’s a revolution going on.” 

PAX Mixer 

In addition to those assets mentioned in the section 
headed “All PAX Companies,” PAX Mixer’s branded 
identity includes (but is not limited to) the following 
elements:  

The word “Mixer” added after the logo, in upper 
and lower case letters.  (See Figure 6) 

The words “PAX (all caps) Mixer” (upper and lower case) used as 
text in a document.  For example: “PAX Mixer is a subsidiary of PAX Scientific.” 

 

PAX Streamline 

In addition to those assets mentioned in the section headed “All PAX Companies,” PAX 
Streamline’s branded identity includes (but is not limited to) the following elements:  

The word “Streamline” added after the logo, in all caps.  (See Figure 7) 

The words “PAX (all caps) Streamline” 
(upper and lower case) used as text in a 
document.  For example: “PAX Streamline 
is a spinoff of PAX Scientific.” 

The tag line “Streamlining the Industrial 
World.” 

 

 

Use of PAX logo  

PAX Scientific retains approval rights over usage of the all PAX logos.  Logos may not be 
altered; any usage should remain consistent in color, shape, and typeset and should 
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Figure 9 

Figure 8 

conform to the requirements that follow.  If you have any questions, please contact the 
company’s Communications Department at 415-256-9900 (karnold-
ince@paxscientific.com). 

Color 
The correct 4-color process for the PAX Scientific, PAX Water Technologies, and PAX 
Mixer logos is PMS 293, used at 100% saturation for the word “PAX,” 50% saturation for 
the words “Scientific,” “Water Technologies,” and  “Mixer,” and 100% saturation for the 
™ symbol.  The grid icon is PMS 293 at various color saturations.   

The correct 4-color process for the PAX Streamline logos is PMS 293, used at 100% 
saturation for the word “PAX” for the ™ symbol, and PMS 7460 used at 100% saturation 
for the word “Streamline.  The grid icon is PMS 293 at the edge, PMS 7460 at various 
color saturations throughout the center.   

For dark backgrounds, the color reversal version uses white for the word “PAX,” and 
PMS 293 at 50% saturation for the words “Scientific,” “Water Technologies,” and  
“Mixer,” and for the ™ symbol.  For PAX Streamline, the color reversal uses white for the 
word “PAX,” PMS 7460 at 100% saturation for the word “Streamline, and PMS 293 at 
50% saturation for the ™ symbol.”  The grid icon for Scientific, Water Technologies, and 
Mixer is PMS 293 at various color saturations.  The grid icon for Streamline is PMS 293 
at the edge, PMS 7460 at various color saturations throughout the center.  On 
backgrounds with a tonal value lighter than 40%, use the regular logo; on backgrounds 
with a tonal value of darker than 40%, use the reversal version.   

A gray-scale version of the logo is available for use for black and white printing only.  If 
the document has any color printing, the PAX logo should be printed in color as well.   

Font 
All PAX logos are set in Copperplate 31 ab, at 22 tracking.  

Isolation area 
All PAX logos should be 
unencumbered by, and disassociated 
from, all other logos and text.  (See 
Figure 8)  A minimum of clear space 
at least equal to the height of the “P” 
in PAX should be available above and 
below the logo; a minimum of clear 
space at least equal to double the 
width of the “P” in PAX should be 
available to the left and right of the 
logo.   

Minimum size 
PAX logos should appear at such a size that the logotype and 
trademark notice are readable.  The accepted minimum is 1.125 
inches wide.  (See Figure 9) 

Consistency 
PAX logos must include the grid icon in the same position and 
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relationship as depicted in Figure 1 (see page 1). 

Translation 
Even when used in media in another language, always write the PAX name (“PAX” and 
“Scientific,” “Water Technologies,” “Mixer,” or “Streamline”) in English, unless otherwise 
negotiated with the Licensing Department.   

Incorrect usages 

It is important to use PAX’s logos and tag line in a way that does not dilute nor 
compromise the integrity of these assets.  The following examples—by no means a 
complete list—may be helpful in avoiding incorrect usages. 

Do not distort, stretch, or skew: 

 

 

 

 

Do not place on competitive background, enclose, or confine: 

 

 

 

 

Do not invade or overlap: 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not modify or add text, or change the color of the text or icon: 
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Figure 10 

 

Do not change the font type, case, or size in relation to the grid icon: 

 

 

 

Do not change the positioning of the word “PAX” or “PAX Scientific” in relation to the 
icon: 

 

 

 

Do not use sideways: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Do not combine with other PAX-related trademarks: 

 

 

 

Use of PAX tag line  

As with all PAX logos, PAX retains approval rights over usage of the PAX Scientific tag 
line, “Capturing the Force of Nature.”  
(See Figure 10)  The tag line is 
specific to PAX Scientific and may not 
be used for any of the other companies 
without permission.  The tag line may 
not be altered; any usage should 
remain consistent in color, shape, and typeset and should conform to the requirements 
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Figure 12 

Figure 11 

that follow.  If you have any questions, please contact the company’s Communications 
Department at 415-256-9900 (karnold-ince@paxscientific.com).    

Color 

The correct 4-color process for the tag line is PMS 293, used at 100%, 80%, and 25% 
saturation.   

A gray-scale version of the tag line is available for use for black and white printing only.  
If the document has any color printing, the PAX tag line is to be printed in color as well.   

Font 
The PAX tag line is set in Copperplate 33 ab at 30 tracking in 100% PMS 293 for the 
words “Capturing the” and “of.”  The word “Force” is set in Copperplate 33 ab at 10 
tracking in 80% PMS 293.  “Nature” is set in Scala, 0 tracking in 25% PMS 293.  

Sizing of the different words is 13.5 points (100%) for “Capturing the” and “of.”  “Force” 
is set in 33 points (244%) and “Nature” is at 75 points (556%). 

Minimum size 

The PAX tag line should appear at such a size that the 
logotype and trademark notice are readable.  The 
accepted minimum is 1.5 inches wide.  (See Figure 11) 

Isolation area 

PAX Scientific’s tag line should be unencumbered by, and disassociated from, all other 
logos and text.  (See Figure 12)  
A minimum of clear space at least 
equal to one half the height of 
the “N” in Nature should be 
available above and below the 
logo; a minimum of clear space 
at least equal to the width of the 
“N” in Nature should be available 
to the left and right of the logo. 

Notice of ownership 

All trademarks are designated with a notice of ownership mark.  The ™ symbol indicates 
a trademark; the ® symbol indicates a federally registered trademark.   

No notice of trademark is required when the logo or tag line are used on business cards, 
letterhead or envelopes, the company web site, building and trade show booth signage, 
the cover page of marketing collateral, binders, invitations, promotional items, or 
multimedia and video materials. 

Camera-ready art 

For electronic jpg versions of the PAX logos or tag line, please contact the company’s 
Communications Department at 415-256-9900 (karnold-ince@paxscientific.com). 
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Content references to PAX 

In all text references relating to PAX Scientific, PAX subsidiaries, or PAX’s sister 
company, capitalize the word “PAX.”  After the initial mention of PAX Scientific, the 
company can be referred to as “PAX.”  In documents mentioning other PAX companies, 
“PAX” refers to PAX Scientific; designate the subsidiary or spin-off company by its full 
name to distinguish it from PAX Scientific. 

Do not use the logo, or the logo type, as a part of body text or headlines.  When used in 
text, the name PAX Scientific, PAX Water Technologies, PAX Mixer, and PAX Streamline 
should be the same font, style, and color as the rest of the text, with the word “PAX” 
capitalized.   

The following table lists text requirements.  Note these specifics when dealing with 
copy editors, who may (for example) convert the word “PAX” to uppercase and 
lowercase letters:   
 

TERM COMMENT 
PAX Scientific™ 
 
PAX Water 
Technologies™ 
 
PAX Mixer™ 
 
PAX Streamline™ 

In all references: 
 
• The word “PAX” is all uppercase letters. 
• There is a space between “PAX” and “Scientific,” “Water 

Technologies,” “Mixer,” or “Streamline.” 
• “Scientific,” “Water Technologies,” “Mixer,” and 

“Streamline” consist of uppercase and lowercase letters. 
• “Technologies” is plural. 
• Always include the trademark symbol. 

PAX technology 
PAX design 
PAX geometries 
 

• It is not necessary to precede these phrases with “the” 
except in places where “the” would logically be used. 

the Streamlining 
Principle 

In all references to the Streamlining Principle: 
 
• No capitalization for “the” unless it would logically be 

capitalized. 
• “Streamlining Principle” consists of uppercase and 

lowercase letters.   
PAX Scientific for 
first mention of 
the company. 

The word “PAX” may be used thereafter to refer to the 
company. 

Logo instead of 
text 

Do not use the logo, or the logo type, as a part of body text or 
headlines.  When used in text, the name PAX Scientific should 
be the same font, style, and color as the rest of the text, with 
the word “PAX” capitalized. 

 

Photographs and illustrations 

PAX-generated images include: 

• photos of prototypes and prototype testing 
• photos related to case studies 
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• photos of staff members 
• CAD and CFD images and screen captures 
• commissioned illustrations and marketing materials 
• logos and tag line graphics for both PAX and its subsidiaries 
 
To use PAX-generated imagery or to share PAX-generated imagery with licensees, 
clients, or the press, the image must be cleared by PAX’s Communication Department.  
When used, all images must include the credit: “Copyright (or ©) PAX Scientific.  All 
rights reserved.”  (In some cases, the image may be the property of a subsidiary or 
sister company and must be designated appropriately, for example, Copyright (or ©) 
PAX Streamline.  All rights reserved.) 

To ensure accurate identification, photos and illustrations provided to licensees, clients, 
or the press will include accompanying captions.  While recipients may find it necessary 
for editorial purposes to modify these captions, it is not acceptable to deviate from their 
intended meaning or intentionally misidentify materials provided by PAX Scientific.  Any 
such misidentification may result in PAX revoking permission to use the photo. 

Compliance  

PAX Scientific retains approval rights over all assets in the PAX branded identity.  PAX 
retains the right to review materials, advertising, and publications for compliance with 
the guidelines detailed in this document.  The company will give reasonable notice to 
producers of printed materials that include the PAX branded identity of any deficiencies 
and deviations found; publication must cease and desist until such deficiencies are 
corrected.  

Failure to comply with the requirements in this guide, or refusal to correct identified 
errors shall result in revocation of use privileges for PAX identity assets and possible 
lawsuits.   

Additional information 

For more information about the correct use of PAX Scientific’s branded identity assets, 
contact the company’s Communications Department at 415-256-9900 (karnold-
ince@paxscientific.com) or the company’s Licensing Department at 415-256-9900 
(fbertone@paxscientific.com).  


